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The effect of initial imperfections on the parametric vibrations of cylindrical shells is analyzed. The shell
has moderate amplitudes of vibrations; therefore, geometrically nonlinear theory is used. The shell
vibrations are described by the Donnel equations. The interaction of three pairs of conjugate modes is
considered in the analysis. Therefore, the shell vibrations are described by six-degrees-of-freedoms
nonlinear dynamical system. The multiple scales method and the continuation technique are used to
analyze the system dynamics. The role of initial imperfections in nonlinear dynamics of shell is discussed
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Mostly, cylindrical shells using in engineering have initial
imperfections. Therefore, researches made a lot of efforts to under-
stand the effect of initial imperfections on the shell behavior. The
effect of geometrical imperfections on the shell buckling is treated
by Koiter (1963). Researches on large amplitude vibrations of
shells were probably introduced by Vol’mir (1972). Kil’dibekov
(1977) studied free vibrations of imperfect, simply supported, cir-
cular shells by using expansion involving two degrees-of-freedom:
the driven mode and axisymmetric term. Koval’chuk and Krasno-
pol’skaya (1980) studied forced vibrations of simply supported cir-
cular cylindrical shells using Donnells nonlinear shallow shell
theory. Initial imperfections with the same shape as the driven
mode were considered. Kubenko et al. (1982) used two-mode trav-
eling wave expansion, taking into account axisymmetric and asym-
metric geometric imperfections. They treat only free vibrations of
shell. Watawala and Nash (1983) studied free and forced vibrations
of closed circular cylindrical shells using Donnell’s equations. Sin-
gle term was used to describe the shell geometrical imperfections.
Jansen (1992) studied large-amplitude vibrations of simply sup-
ported, laminated, complete circular cylindrical shells with imper-
fections. Cheikh et al. (1996) studied nonlinear vibrations of the
circular cylindrical shell with geometrical imperfections. Three-de-
grees-of-freedom model is subsequently reduced to a single-de-
gree-of-freedom one. Amabili (2006) performed experimentalll rights reserved.
.investigations on large amplitude vibrations of empty and water-
ﬁlled simply supported cylindrical shell subjected to harmonic
excitation. Good agreement between theory and experimental re-
sults are obtained. Aeroelastic stability of simply supported circu-
lar cylindrical shells with imperfections in supersonic ﬂow is
investigated by Amabili and Pellicano (2002). Results of numerical
analysis show that the system loses stability by traveling wave
ﬂutter through supercritical bifurcation.
Ng et al. (2001) studied parametric vibrations of the function-
ally graded simply supported cylindrical shell. Pellicano and Ama-
bili (2006) analyzed nonlinear oscillations and dynamic instability
of simply supported cylindrical shells under the action of longitu-
dinal dynamic forces. The dynamics of circular cylindrical shells
with a rigid disk on the top and clamped at the base was investi-
gated by Pellicano and Avramov (2007). The experimental data
on the parametric instability of the cylindrical shells are reported
by Pellicano (2009a). The phenomenon of energy transfer from
low to high frequencies modes is investigated. The dynamic stabil-
ity of the cylindrical shells under the action of both static and peri-
odic axial loads is treated by Pellicano (2009b). The correlation of
the parametric instability with the shell collapse was investigated
by using Sanders–Koiter nonlinear shell theory by Pellicano and
Amabili (2006). Kamat et al. (2001) used a ﬁnite element approach
to study the dynamic stability of shells with complex shapes. This
work treats linear model and Bolotin method is applied to deter-
mine the stability boundaries. A low dimension model for studying
of nonlinear dynamics and stability of compressed shells was
proposed by Goncalves and Del Prado (2005). Interesting studies
on shell stability are carried out by Goncalves et al. (2007). Shell
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and a reduced order systemwas obtained from the partial differen-
tial equations using a proper displacement expansion and Galerkin
method. Analysis of nonlinear modes of cylindrical shells, which
are described by three degrees-of-freedom system, is carried out
in the paper (Avramov et al., 2006). Normal modes of simply sup-
ported cylindrical shell with geometrical nonlinearities are studied
by Avramov (in press). It is shown that normal modes describe the
standing waves of cylindrical shell. The cylindrical shell with a ri-
gid disk on a top under the action of harmonic base excitation is
considered in the paper (Mallon et al., 2008). It is shown that the
increase of the excitation amplitude results in chaotic motions of
the top mass. In a paper by Goncalves et al. (2007) basin of attrac-
tion are used to measure the reliability and safety of the cylindrical
shell. With the inclusion of all terms up to the third order in the
membrane strain, the fourth-order explicit model for the vibra-
tions of thin-walled cylindrical shells with geometrical nonlinear-
ity are established and solved numerically by Shi and Li (2011).
Instability is observed due to neglecting of higher order terms in
the problem formulation. With the inclusion of all terms up to
the fourth order in the strain energy, the model can predict stable
vibrations. Pellicano et al. (2002) studied the effect of the geometry
on the non-linear vibrations of circular cylindrical shells. Gana-
pathi and Varadan (1996) studied the free response of the cylindri-
cal shell by using the ﬁnite element method. Cylindrical panel with
complex boundaries is analyzed using the R-function method and
nonlinear modes by Breslavsky and Avramov (2011). Free vibra-
tions of shallow shells with complex boundaries and variable
thickness are studied by Breslavsky et al. (2011). The results of
vibrations analysis are shown on backbone curves.
In this paper the Donnel equations are used to analyze the para-
metric vibrations of cylindrical shells. Three pairs of conjugate
modes with close eigenfrequencies are taken into account to ana-
lyze the parametric vibrations. Six-degrees-of-freedom nonlinear
dynamical system describing the cylindrical shells parametric
vibrations is derived. The multiple scales method and continuation
technique are used to analyze the shell model. The role of initial
imperfections in nonlinear dynamics of cylindrical shells is dis-
cussed using the frequency responses.2. Problem formulation and equations of motions
Simply supported cylindrical shell is considered (Fig. 1). As the
shell is thin, shear and rotation inertia are not taken into account.Fig. 1. Outline of the shell.It is assumed, that the radial displacements are commensurable
with the shell thickness and strains of the shell points are small.
Therefore, the strains-stress relations are linear. As follows from
the numerical analysis of cylindrical shell linear vibrations, the
spectrum of the shell eigenfrequencies is dense (Kochurov and
Avramov, 2010). The considered shells have three close eigenfre-
quencies. The dynamics of such shells is descried by many mode
models accounting their interaction. In this section the models of
parametric vibrations of the cylindrical shell with geometrical non-
linearity accounting initial imperfections and three pairs of conju-
gate modes are derived. As the shell is thin, the eigenfrequencies
of longitudinal vibrations are signiﬁcantly higher, then the shell
ﬂexural eigenfrequencies. Moreover, the eigenfrequencies of longi-
tudinal vibrations are signiﬁcantly higher then the range of the
parametric excitation frequency. Thus, nonlinear dynamics of this
shell is described by the Donnell equations (Amabili, 2008):
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where x, y are longitudinal and circumferential coordinates of the
shell middle surface; w = w(x,y, t) is the radial displacements of
the middle surface points; w0 = w0(x,y) is an initial imperfections;
R is radius of the shell middle surface, E, l, q are Young modulus,
Poisson ratio and density of the shell material; F is the in-plane Airy
stress function; D = Eh3(1  l2)1/12.
The following uniformly distributed axial time-periodic load
acts on the shell:
NxðtÞ ¼ N1 cosXt; N1 ¼ const > 0: ð2Þ
As the vibrations with three close eigenfrequency are considered,
the shell dynamic ﬂexure is presented in the following form:
w ¼
X3
i¼1
f2i1 cos siyþ f2i sin siyð Þ sin rxþ f7 sin2 rxþ f8; ð3Þ
where si = ni/R; r =mp/L; i = 1, 2, 3; ni is the number of waves in cir-
cumferential direction. The term f7sin2r x describes experimental
fact (Evensen, 1974), that shell ﬂexure are unsymmetrical with pre-
valent displacements inside the shell. The term f8 deﬁnes the radial
displacements of points, which belongs to the face sections of the
shell. As the face sections of the shell breathe, the term f8 does
not depend on the circumference coordinate y (Kubenko et al.,
1982).
Following the papers (Koval’chuk and Krasnopol’skaya, 1980;
Kubenko et al., 1982), the shell initial imperfections are considered
in the form:
w0 ¼ f10 cos s1yþ f20 sin s1yð Þ sin rx; ð4Þ
where f10, f20 are modal amplitudes of imperfections. Note, that the
splitting of the eigenfrequencies is observed for unsymmetrical ini-
tial imperfections. Axisymmetric initial imperfections lead to varia-
tion of the shell eigenfrequencies on the same values.
The simplest form of initial imperfections is considered, as qual-
itative analysis of inﬂuence of initial imperfections on shell nonlin-
ear dynamics is the aim of this paper. As follows from the papers
(Koval’chuk and Krasnopol’skaya, 1980; Kubenko et al., 1982),
accounting the initial imperfections in more general form does
not lead to qualitatively new results.
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second equation of the system (1), is determined. The expansions
(3) and (4) are substituted into the second equation of the system
(1). Then the linear partial differential equation with respect to F is
derived. The exact solution of this equation has the following form:
F ¼ Fh þ Fp; ð5Þ
where Fh is general solution of homogeneous equation; Fp is partial
solution of nonhomogeneous equation. Partial solution Fp has the
following exact form:
Fp ¼ Fð0Þ0 cos 2rxþ
X3
i¼1
Fð0Þi cos 2siyþ Fð0Þiþ5 sin 2siy
 
þ
X3
i¼1
Fð0Þiþ10 cos siyþ Fð0Þiþ15 sin siy
 
sin rx

þ Fð0Þiþ20 cos siyþ Fð0Þiþ25 sin siy
 
sin 3rx

þ
X6
i¼1
Fð0Þiþ30 cosQiyþ Fð0Þiþ50 sinQiyþ Fð0Þiþ70 cosQiy cos 2rx

þ Fð0Þiþ90 sinQiy cos 2rx

; ð6Þ
where Q1 = s1 + s2; Q2 = s1  s2; Q3 = s1 + s3; Q4 = s1  s3; Q5 = s2 + s3;
Q6 = s2  s3. The parameters Fð0Þi have very complicated form and
they are not presented here. The general solution of the homoge-
neous equation is determined from the periodicity condition of
circumferential displacements:Z 2pR
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where v is curcumferential displacements; Nx, Ny are membrane
forces. The general solution has the following form:
Fh ¼ E16
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The in-plane Airy stress function is substituted into the ﬁrst
equation of the system (1) and the Galerkin method is applied. As
a result eight-degrees-of-freedom dynamical system is obtained.
This system is transformed using the following dimensionless vari-
ables and parameters:
t ¼ x0t; f i ðtÞ ¼ h1fiðtÞ; ~f i;0 ¼ fi;0h1; ð8Þ
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where x0 is the smallest eigenfrequency of the shell without
imperfections.
Dropping the asterisk in the notation, the shell model with
eight-degrees-of-freedom with respect to dimensionless variables
and parameters is the following:
€f i þX2i fi þRiðf1; . . . ; f8Þ þGiðf1; . . . ; f6Þ þviNxSiðfiÞ ¼ 0; i¼ 1; . . . ;6;
ð9Þ
€f 7 þ 43
€f 8 þX27f7 þ ~x27f8 þ n73~f 10f1 þ n74~f 20f2 þ
X6
j¼1
g7jf
2
j ¼ 0; ð10Þ
€f 8 þ 12
€f 7 þx28f8 þ ~x28f7 þ n83~f 10f1 þ n84~f 20f2 þ
X6
j¼1
g8jf
2
j ¼ 0; ð11Þwhere
X2i ¼x2i þni1~f 210þni2~f 220;
Riðf1; . . . ; f8Þ¼
X6
j¼1
cijfif
2
j þðci3~f 10~f 20þci4fi~f 3i;0Þf3iþðci;5f7þci6f8Þfi;
Rkðf1; . . . ; f8Þ¼
X6
j¼1
ckjfkf
2
j þðck3f1~f 10þck4f2~f 20Þfkþðck5f7þck6f8Þfk;
Giðf1; . . . ; f6Þ¼g17 ð1Þiþ1f4þiðf 23  f 24 Þþ2f 3f4f7i
 
þ
X6
j¼1
kijf 2j
~f i0;
G2þiðf1; . . . ; f6Þ ¼2g17 ðfiþ~f i0Þ f2þif4þiþ f5if7ið Þþðf3iþ~f 3i;0Þf5if4þi f2þif7iÞ
h i
;
G4þiðf1; . . . ; f6Þ ¼g17 ð1Þiðfiþ~f i0Þðf 24  f 23 Þþ2ðf3iþ~f 3i;0Þf3f4
h i
;
Si ¼ fiþ~f i;0; Sk  fk;
i¼1;2; k¼3; . . . ;6;
xi are eigenfrequencies of the shell without initial imperfections.
The values cij, nij, gij are calculated numerically. As the pairs of
eigenfrequencies of the shells without imperfections (xi,xi+1);
i = 1, 3, 5 correspond to the pairs of the conjugate modes, the fol-
lowing relations are true: xi =xi+1; i = 1, 3, 5. As follows from the
relations forXi, the initial imperfections change the values of eigen-
frequencies. However, if the values of the initial imperfections are
small, this change is minor.
The particular case of initial imperfections is considered in fu-
ture analysis. The following values are considered: f10 = h, f20 = 0.
The eigenfrequencies X7, x8 are signiﬁcantly higher, then the
eigenfrequencies X1, . . . ,X6. Therefore, it is taken €f 7 ¼ 0;€f 8 ¼ 0.
The linear algebraic equations with respect to f7, f8 are derived
from the Eqs. 10, 11. The solution of these equations is substituted
into the Eq. (9). Then the functions Ri, i = 1, . . . ,6 of the system (9)
take the following form:
R1ðf1; . . . ; f6Þ ¼
X6
j¼1
u1jf
2
j þ
X6
j¼1
g1jf1f
2
j ;
Riðf1; . . . ; f6Þ ¼ ui1f 2i þ
X6
j¼1
g2jf1f
2
j ; ð12Þ
i ¼ 2; . . . ;6;
where the parameters uij are determined numerically.
Thus, the parametric vibrations of the shell are described by the
system (9) with the functions Ri of the form (12). The terms,
describing a linear damping in the shell, are substituted into the
system (9). As follows from the numerical analysis of the system
(9) parameters, the nonlinear terms are small. Therefore, small
parameter 0 < e 1 is used in future analysis. Then the system
(9) takes the following form:
€f i þX2i fi þ e ~ni _f i þ eRiðf1; . . . ; f6Þ þ eGiðf1; . . . ; f6Þ þ ~viNxSih i ¼ 0;
i ¼ 1; . . . ;6; ð13Þ
where ~ni is coefﬁcient of the shell linear damping. The main para-
metric resonance of the shell is analyzed. The resonance condition
has the following form:
X ¼ 2X1 þ ed;
where d is detuning parameter.
The following conditions of the internal resonances are satisﬁed
for the shell:
X1 X2 ¼ ed1; ð14Þ
X1 X3 ¼ ed2; X1 X5 ¼ ed3; ð15Þ
X3 ¼ X4; X5 ¼ X6; ð16Þ
where d1, d2, d3 are detuning parameters. The condition of the inter-
nal resonance (14) exhibits that the values of the initial imperfec-
tions are small and the difference between X1 and X2 is small
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close eigenfrequencies.3. Analysis of periodic motions
3.1. Asymptotic analysis
The multiple scales method (Nayfeh and Mook, 1988) is used to
analyze the dynamics of the system (13). Then the solution of this
system can be presented as:
fjðt; eÞ ¼ f ð0Þj ðT0; T1; . . .Þ þ ef ð1Þj ðT0; T1; . . .Þ þ    ; j ¼ 1; . . . ;6;
ð17Þ
where T0 = t; T1 = et. The expansions (17) are substituted into (13)
and the summands of e0 and e1 are equated. As a result the follow-
ing equations are derived:
@2f ð0Þi
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þX2i f ð0Þi ¼0; ð18Þ
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 f ð0Þi eRi f ð0Þ1 ; . . . ; f ð0Þ6  eGi f ð0Þ1 ; . . . ; f ð0Þ6  ~viSi ðfiÞN1 cosðXT0Þ; ð19Þ
i¼1; . . . ;6:
The solution of the Eq. (18) is:
f ð0Þj ðT0; T1Þ ¼ AjðT1Þ expðiXjT0Þ þ AjðT1Þ expðiXjT0Þ; j ¼ 1; . . . ;6:
ð20Þ
The complex function Aj(T1) is presented as:
Aj ¼ ðxj þ iyjÞ expði0:5T1DjÞ;
j ¼ 1; . . . ;6; ð21Þ
where D1 = d  d1  d2 + d3, D2 = d + d1  d2 + d3, Dl = d  d1 + d2 + d3,
l = 3,4, Dm = d  d1  d2 + 3d3, m = 5,6.
The Eq. (20) is substituted into (19) and the secular terms are
equated to zero. As a result, the system of six modulation equa-
tions with respect to the complex variables Aj(T1) is obtained.
The change of the variables (21) is applied to this system. Then
the system of the modulation equations with respect to the vari-
ables xi, yi, i = 1, . . . ,6 takes the following form:
_xi ¼ 12
~nixi þ 12 yiDi þ
1
4
X1i ~viN1yi þX1i Fx;iðx1; . . . ; x6; y1; . . . ; y6Þ;
_yi ¼ 12
~niyi 
1
2
xiDi þ 14X
1
i
~viN1yi þX1i Fy;iðx1; . . . ; x6; y1; . . . ; y6Þ;
ð22Þ
i ¼ 1; . . . ;6;
where Fxi ; F
y
i are nonlinear functions with respect to the modulation
variables. They are not presented due to extremely complex form.
The system (22) is rewritten in the following vector form:
_z ¼ Rðz; dÞ; ð23Þ
where z = (z1, . . . ,z12) = (x1, . . . ,x6,y1, . . . ,y6); R(z,d) is the vector-
function of the right-hand part of the system (22).
The steady vibrations of the dynamical system (13) are charac-
terized by the ﬁxed points of the system of the modulation Eq. (23).
These ﬁxed points are described by twelve nonlinear algebraic
equations, which has the following vector form: R(z,d) = 0. The
ﬁxed points of the system (22) describe the standing waves with
one active mode of the expansion (3). These ﬁxed points are split
on six types. These types are characterized by the following
relations:ð1:1Þ: x1 – 0; y1 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0; j ¼ 2; . . . ;6;
ð1:2Þ: x2 – 0; y2 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;3; . . . ;6;
ð1:3Þ: x3 – 0; y3 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;2;4; . . . ;6;
ð1:4Þ: x4 – 0; y4 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;2;3;5;6;
ð1:5Þ: x5 – 0; y5 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; . . . ;4;6;
ð1:6Þ: x6 – 0; y6 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; . . . ;5: ð24Þ
The ﬁxed points describing the standing waves of the cylindrical
shell with two active vibrations modes are characterized by the fol-
lowing relations:
ð2:1Þ: x1 – 0; x5 – 0; y1 – 0; y5 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0;
j ¼ 2;3;4;6;
ð2:2Þ: x2 – 0; x6 – 0; y2 – 0; y6 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0;
ð25Þ
The standing waves with three active vibration modes are described
by the following ﬁxed points of the modulation equations:
ð3:1Þ: x1 – 0; x3 – 0; x5 – 0; y1 – 0; y3 – 0; y5 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0;
j ¼ 2;4;6;
ð3:2Þ: x2 – 0; x4 – 0; x6 – 0; y2 – 0; y4 – 0; y6 – 0; xj ¼ yj ¼ 0;
j ¼ 1;3;5: ð26Þ
In order to obtain the ﬁxed points (24)–(26), the system of nonlin-
ear algebraic equations R(z,d) = 0 is analyzed. The detuning param-
eters d1, d2, d3 are ﬁxed and the parameter d is set with certain step.
For every value of d, the system of nonlinear algebraic equations is
solved.
The properties of the shell vibrations are determined from the
behavior of the ﬁxed points of the modulation equations. The ﬁxed
points (1.1), (1.3), (1.5), (2.1), (3.1) from (24) are described the
standing waves, which are expanded into the modes cossiysinrx.
The ﬁxed points (1.2), (1.4), (1.6), (2.2), (3.2) are described standing
waves, which are expanded into the modes sinsiysinrx. The above-
considered types of are considered in the light of the general coor-
dinates. Then the motions (24)–(26) satisfy the following relations
for the general coordinates:
ð1:1Þ: f 1 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 2; . . . ;6;
ð1:2Þ: f 2 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;3; . . . ;6;
ð1:3Þ: f 3 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;2;4;5;6;
ð1:4Þ: f 4 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;2;3;5;6;
ð1:5Þ: f 5 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;2;3;4;6;
ð1:6Þ: f 6 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; . . . ;5;
ð2:1Þ: f 1 – 0; f 5 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 2;3;4;6;
ð2:2Þ: f 2 – 0; f 6 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;3;4;5;
ð3:1Þ: f 1 – 0; f 3 – 0; f 5 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 2;4;6;
ð3:2Þ: f 2 – 0; f 4 – 0; f 6 – 0; f j ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;3;5: ð27Þ
The stability of the steady motions of the system (13) is determined
from the analysis of the ﬁxed points of the modulation Eq. (23). The
characteristic exponents ki are calculated to analyze stability of the
ﬁxed points z0. The parameters ki are determined from the following
eigenvalue problem:
Det DRðz0Þ  kE½  ¼ 0; ð28Þ
where DR(z0) is the Jacobian matrix, which is determined in the
ﬁxed point z0; E is the identity matrix.
3.2. Method for calculations of periodic motions
The multiple scales method is used to study the standing waves
of the cylindrical shell in this paper. Unfortunately, we can not
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tain the traveling waves, the system (13) is solved numerically.
The continuation technique for a point-to-point nonlinear bound-
ary value problem is used (Parker and Chua, 1989). Then the equa-
tions of the shell vibrations (13) are presented with respect to the
phase coordinates as:
_y ¼ Nðy; tÞ; ð29Þ
where y ¼ ðf1; . . . ; f6; _f 1; . . . ; _f 6Þ is the vector of phase variables; N
(y, t) is vector-function, which is periodic with respect to t; T = 2p/
X is period of the motions. The boundary condition for the system
(29) has the following form: y(0) = y(T). The continuation technique
in the form of predictor–corrector, which is suggested by Seydel
(1991, 1997), is applied to obtain the frequency response.
The stability of the periodic motions is analyzed. Then small
perturbations j(s) are added to y(s) in the system (29). The behav-
ior of small perturbations in time is described by the following var-
iational equations:
_j ¼ DNðy; tÞj; ð30Þ
where DN(y, t) is a Jacobian matrix of the right-hand part of the sys-
tem (29). The fundamental matrix K (s), which is a solution of the
system (30) with the initial conditions K (0) = E, is calculated to ana-
lyze stability. The eigenvalues of the fundamental matrix at t = T are
called characteristic multipliers. The conclusions on the periodic
motions stability are made using these characteristic multipliers
(Parker and Chua, 1989).
4. Results of shell numerical analysis
Numerical analysis of inﬂuence of initial imperfections on non-
linear dynamics of cylindrical shells is carried out. The calculationsTable 1
The eigenfrequencies of the shell.
Shell without imperfections Shell
rad/s Non-dimensional rad/s
X1 3745.32 1.1833 3710.
X2 3745.32 1.1833 3752.
X3 3165.03 1 3395.
X4 3165.03 1 3395.
X5 3437.18 1.086 3638.
X6 3437.18 1.086 3638.
Fig. 2. The frequency response of theare performed for the shell with the following parameters (Goncal-
ves and Del Prado, 2002):
h ¼ 0:002 m; L ¼ 0:4 m; R ¼ 0:2 m; E ¼ 2:1 1011 N=m2;
l ¼ 0:3; q ¼ 7850 kg=m3;
ni ¼ 0:001xi x10 ; ~ni ¼ nie1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;6; e ¼ 0:01;
x0 ¼ 3165:03; N1 ¼ 0:6Ncr; ð31Þ
where Ncr = Eh2/R1(3(1  m2))1/2 is static critical load. For the
parameters (31) the critical loads takes the value: Ncr = 2.54 
106 N/m. As follows from the eigenfrequencies analysis, the eigen-
modes cossiysinrx;sinsi ysinrx with n1 = 4; n2 = 5; n3 = 6; m = 1 can
interact in the parametric vibrations. The natural frequencies of
these eigenmodes with and without imperfections are given in
Table 1.
The frequency response, which shows the dependence of the
amplitudes of the periodic vibrations max[f1(t)] and max[f2(t)] on
the parametric excitation frequency X, is presented on Fig. 2. This
frequency response describes the standing waves in cylindrical
shell, which are obtained by the multiple scales method. The
numbers of motions from the Eq. (27) are denoted the same
solutions, which are shown on Fig. 2. The stable and unstable solu-
tions are shown by thick and thin curves, respectively. The branch
(1.1) describes the standing wave of cylindrical shell, which has
only one active general coordinate f1. All the rest general coordi-
nates are equal to zero. The branch (1.2) describes the standing
waves of cylindrical shell, which has only one active general
coordinate f2. Thus, the branches (1.1) and (1.2) describe the shell
vibrations with one of the conjugate modes coss1ysinrx and
sins1ysinrx, respectively.
Now the inﬂuence of initial imperfections on nonlinear vibra-
tions of shell is treated. Certain branches of the solutions arewith imperfections Variation of the conjugate
mode frequencies (%)
non-dimensional
36 1.1723 1.13
11 1.1855
93 1.073 0
93 1.073
53 1.1496 0
53 1.1496
cylindrical shell standing waves.
Fig. 3. Frequency response of the shell without imperfections.
Fig. 4. The frequency response, which is obtained by the multiple scales method and the continuation technique. The dependence of the general coordinates f1, f2 on X is
shown.
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f10– 0 the branches k1 and k2 are different. The branches b1 and
b2 are different too. If the values of initial imperfections are de-
creased, the branches k1 and k2 approach and the branches b1
and b2 approach too. In the limit case f10? 0, the branches are
joined: k1? k2 and b1? b2. The branches in the limit case are de-
noted by k⁄, b⁄. This dynamic behavior of the shell without imper-
fections is presented on the frequency response (Fig. 3). Thus, the
curves k⁄ and b⁄ are split due to the initial imperfections. In this pa-
per this phenomenon is called split of nonlinear behavior. As the
initial imperfections are expanded using the eigenmodes of the
general coordinates f1 and f2, the split of nonlinear behavior is ob-
served on these general coordinates and on the general coordi-
nates, which interact with f1 and f2.
Now others branches of the frequency response (Fig. 2) are trea-
ted. The branch (2.1) describes the standing waves with two active
general coordinates f1 and f5; all others general coordinates are
equal to zero. Thus, this standing wave has two active modes coss1
ysinrx; coss3ysinrx. The branch (2.2) describes the shell vibrations
with two active general coordinates f2 and f6. Thus, the modes sin-
s1ysinrx; sins3ysinrx are active. The branches (3.1) and (3.2)describe the shell vibrations with three modes cossiysinrx; i = 1,
2, 3 and sinsiysinrx; i = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Note, that the split of
the nonlinear behavior is observed for the branches (2.1), (2.2),
(3.1) and (3.2). If initial imperfections are equal to zero, these
branches are joined in pairs. These branches connections are
shown on the frequency response (Fig. 3).
The above-considered results are obtained by the multiple
scaled method. These results are compared with the data of the
solution of the nonlinear boundary value problem for the system
(13). This boundary value problem is solved by the algorithm,
which is treated in Section 3.2. Fig. 4 shows the results of calcula-
tions. The frequency response, which is obtained by the multiple
scales method, is shown by solid lines and the results of the
numerical analysis are shown by dotted line. As follows from
Fig. 4, the asymptotic solutions with amplitudes less then 1.5 are
very close to the numerical one. If the amplitudes are greater then
1.5, these results are different. Thus, the obtained asymptotic re-
sults are true for amplitudes less then 1.5.
The frequency response for the general coordinates f3 and f4 is
shown on Fig. 5. The results of the multiple scales analysis and
numerical study are shown by solid and dotted lines, respectively.
Fig. 5. The frequency response, which is obtained by the multiple scales method and the continuation technique. The dependence of the general coordinates f3, f4 on X is
shown.
Fig. 6. The frequency response, which is obtained by the multiple scales method and the continuation technique. The dependence of the general coordinates f5, f6 on X is
shown.
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method, are shown by thick curves and unstable vibrations are
shown by thin curves. The branches (1.3) and (1.4) are deﬁned
the motions, which are characterized by the relations with the
same numbers from (27). These branches describe the standing
waves in the shell, which have only one active general coordinates
f3 and f4, respectively. As initial imperfections are expanded of the
modes of the general coordinates f1, f2, the solutions f3(t), f4(t) are
not split. Therefore, the branches (1.3) and (1.4) are the same. The
branches (3.1) and (3.2) describe the standing waves in cylindrical
shell with three active general coordinates f1, f3, f5 and f2, f4, f6,
respectively. Note, that these standing waves have active general
coordinates f1, f2, which modes are used to expand the initial
imperfections. Therefore, the split of the nonlinear behavior is ob-
served for these standing waves.
The standing waves, which are obtained by the multiple scales
method and by using the numerical approach discussed in Section
3.2, are compared. The solutions (3.1) and (3.2) of the multiple
scales method and obtained by the numerical approach, are close
up to 0.7. If the amplitudes are greater than 0.7, these solutions
are different. The solutions (1.3) and (1.4), which are obtained bythe multiple scales method and by the numerical technique, are
close up to 2.2.
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the general coordinates f5, f6 on
the frequency of parametric excitation X. The stable motions,
which are obtained by the multiple scales method, are shown by
thick solid lines and the unstable motions obtained by the same
method are shown by thin solid lines. The results of the continua-
tion technique are shown by dotted curves. Now the results of the
multiple scales analysis are considered. The branches (1.5) and
(1.6) describe the standing waves in cylindrical shells, which corre-
spond to the solutions (27) with the same numbers. The branches
(1.5) and (1.6) show the shell motions with one active general
coordinate f5 and f6, respectively. Note, that the solutions (1.5)
and (1.6) are the same, as the initial imperfections are expanded
in the modes of the general coordinates f1, f2 and these coordinates
are not active. Therefore, the split of the solutions f5(t), f6(t) is not
observed. The branches (2.1) and (2.2) describe the standing waves
in the cylindrical shell, which characterize the motions with two
active general coordinates f1; f5 and f2; f6, respectively. The
branches (3.1) and (3.2) deﬁne the standing waves in the cylindri-
cal shell with three active general coordinates f1; f3; f5 and f2; f4; f6,
Fig. 7. The bifurcation diagrams of the shell motions with three pairs of conjugate modes.
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solutions (2.1), (2.2), (3.1), (3.2). The solutions, which are obtained
by the multiple scales method and the continuation technique, are
close at small amplitudes. If the vibrations amplitudes are large,
these solutions are different.
The above-presented results are described the standing waves
in the cylindrical shell and the role of the initial imperfections in
the standing waves dynamics. Now the traveling waves are ana-
lyzed numerically. The traveling waves are described by the sys-
tem (13). The continuation technique, which is treated in Section
3.2, is applied to six degrees-of-freedom nonlinear dynamical sys-
tem (13). The interaction of three pairs of the conjugate modes,
which are presented in the expansion (3), is observed. Therefore,
six general coordinates f1, . . . , f6 are active in the traveling waves.
The frequency response of the motions, which are described by
three pairs of conjugate modes, is shown on Fig. 7. Branch 1 deﬁnes
the periodic motions f1(t) of the system (13). The stable and unsta-
ble vibrations are shown by thick and thin lines, respectively. Note,
that the stable traveling waves are observed in the following fre-
quency band: 2.3 <X < 2.95. The stable vibrations are transformed
into the unstable ones in the Neimark–Sacker bifurcation point H1
(Kuznetsov, 1996). The period- doubling bifurcation is observed in
the point H2. The system dynamics after these bifurcations is not
analyzed in this paper. Another type of traveling waves in the
cylindrical shell is observed too. Fig. 7 shows the branch 2, which
describe the unstable motions f2(t).5. Conclusions
New mathematical model of parametric vibrations of cylindri-
cal shells with imperfections is derived. Three pairs of conjugate
modes with close eigenfrequencies are used to obtain the shell
model. The internal resonances are taken into account to analyze
the nonlinear dynamics of the shell.
The multiple scales method is used to analyze the standing
waves in the cylindrical shells. Only by using the multiple scales
method the role of initial imperfections on the shell nonlinear
dynamics is detected. The obtaining of the traveling waves is not
successful using the asymptotic approach. The numerical algo-
rithm involving shooting method and continuation technique is
used to analyze such motions.
The role of initial imperfections on the nonlinear behavior of
cylindrical shell is analyzed. The phenomenon of split of nonlinearbehavior is observed. This split is observed only for the general
coordinates, which eigenmodes participate in the expansion of
the initial imperfections. If the general coordinates, which eigen-
modes participate in the expansion of the initial imperfections,
are not involved in the vibrations, then the split of nonlinear
behavior is not observed.
In the general case of the cylindrical shell, the initial imperfec-
tions have an arbitrary shape. Then the initial imperfections can be
expanded into a series of shell eigenmodes. In this case, the split of
nonlinear behavior is observed for all general coordinates of the
shell.
The occurrence of small initial imperfections are changed qual-
itatively the nonlinear dynamics of cylindrical shells. The similar
conclusions for forced vibrations of shell are made by Amabili
(2006). He analyzed large-amplitude vibrations of empty and
ﬂuid-ﬁlled circular cylindrical shells with imperfections.References
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